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Binary Matrix Pro: Review Announces New Limited $300 Signup Credit to
Binary Trading System

A Binary Matrix Pro review announces that the company providing the binary options software
Binary Matrix Pro which increases users' chances to win at trades, has just introduced a new
offer. For a limited time, everyone who creates a new account through the software platform
will receive a $300 sign-up credit in order to test the performance of the newly released
application.

New York, NY (PRWEB) March 26, 2014 -- Binary Matrix Pro, the binary trading software platform released
by developer Raul Daniels, has just ended its beta testing period and is now publicly available for all interested
traders. The platform will instantly award a $300 no-strings credit to everyone who signs up for a new trading
account. Apart from this bonus, customers who register will also get access to the exclusive Binary Matrix
system which warrants a winning chance of up to 81% per trade.

According to the Binary Matrix Pro review, the platform provides 60-second binary option trading signals
which show a given trader the most opportune moment for a transaction. During the beta phase of the
application, which was released in January 2014 to only 600 traders, applicants have reported winnings in 8 out
of 10 cases.

The revolutionary binary trading system works by embedding a direct connection to the bank servers and
showcasing users the emerging trends, which they can immediately use for high yield transactions. As reported
by the users who tested the platform during beta phase, an investment of $300 to $500 a day can yield a profit
of up to $1200, with a success rate of 81%. This rate is testified by BinaryVerify.com, being a result of the
laborious algorithm found inside Binary Matrix Pro.

It is also to be noted that users who subscribe for a new binary software account within the platform gain access
to a social performance report, which provides real-time updates in regard to the success or failure of the other
transactions which took place over the network. The software also comes with a trial version, which enables
customers to get used to the features of the application, as well as a fully functional version which provides
access to all features as well as the latest trends within the stock market. When the application credit expires
users can top-up from prices starting with $5 or gain free credit by referring new customers to the system.

In conclusion, Binary Matrix Pro is a newly-released trading platform which enables users to gain advantage of
the latest trends in the binary Forex trading market and gain profits with a success rate of 81%. More
information can be found on http://covertforexops.com/reviews/binary-matrix-pro
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appears here - PRWeb ebooks - Another online visibility tool from PRWeb

Contact Information
Jon Daniel
CovertForexOps.com
http://CovertForexOps.com
877-759-5440

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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